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4. Claims. 

This invention relates to the art of applying 
designs to fabrics by wetting the same within 
confined areas and is therefore applicable to 
the printing of fabrics, such as cotton goods 
where the designs are produced by the applica 
tion of aqueous solutions containing gum and 
printing colors to certain areas of the fabrics. 
The invention is equally well usuable for the 

production of moire fabrics where aqueous solu 
tions or organic liquids are applied to certain. 
areas of the fabrics representing the designs in 
the finished materials. - 
To Supply the liquid agents to the pattern pro 

ducing areas a roller is frequently used having 
raised portions of the required designi; however, 
a stencil or an engraved tool or a sponge may also 
be employed for this purpose. 
After the creation of the design defining mois 

tened areas the treatment is completed by pass 
ing the fabrics through... a spreading tool or bar 
or plate which has the important function... to 
laterally shift and Smooth the fabrics from a 
Center line and to flatten then SO;that the Wetted 
areas remain restricted to those portions of the 
fabrics which in the finished products form. the 
design.S. 
The cooperation of the design applying or de 

sign printing appliance and the spreading tool 
has produced satisfactory results in the opera 
tion of dry fabric designing and moireing proc 
eSSeS. 

However, with the methods, where: the designs 
are applied by Wetting or combined heating and 
wetting as, for instance, disclosed in U. S. Pat 
ent No. 2,448,145 severe difficulties arose. 
When the wetted fabrics leave the operating 

sphere of the design applying appliance and are 
conducted to the spreading tool... the liquid is 
transferred by the latter to the portions of the 
fabrics which are adjacent to those to be de 
signed. Therefore, the borders and contours of 
the design portions become obscure and blurred; 
a product results of which the design portions or 
patterns are indistinct. The thus produced 
goods are unfit for commercial purposes. These 
grave disadvantages make themselves particular 
ly felt in those moireing methods. where the 
fabrics are subjected to a combined wetting and 
tensioning action and the intent of the Crimping 
tools to transfer the liquids over the boundaries 
of the patterned portions and to accordingly ob 
scure the design is increased. 

Moreover, it must be considered that pattern 
designing and printing processes which are car 
ried-out with a wet medium create a moisture 
saturated atmosphere which adds to the diffi 
culty of obtaining sharply defined designs and 
patterns, because the moisture' condenses from 
the surrounding atmosphere on the Crimping 
tool. 

(C1, 26-69) 
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It is the main object of this invention to 
eliminate the design obscuring influence of the 
spreading tools in the production of designed 
fabrics, such as printed or moireed fabrics, where 
the pattern constituting parts of the fabrics are 
created by wetting. 

It is a further object of the invention to exert 
this important action particularly in combina 
tion with those moireing methods where the 
fabrics in addition to being wetted are subjected 
to tension. - 

It is also an object of this invention to in 
tensify the differential character of the designed 
and the untreated portions of the goods. 
Another advantage of this invention docu 

ments itself insofar as the brilliant luster of the 
design portions which is one of the main re 
quirements of a moire fabric is particularly well 
developed. 
With the above mentioned and additional Ob 

jects in view which Will become apparent as this 
Specification proceeds the inventions comprises 
in its broad aspect the appliance of heat to the 
spreading tools and particularly to spreading 
bars in connection. With those fabric designing 
processes. Where the fabrics are moistened in con 
fined pattern areas, for instance Wet-printed or 
wet-moireed; its main advantage resides therein 
that the wetted design forming areas, are in 
mediately stabilized and fixed in contact with the 
heated spreading tool and that the moisture is 
prevented from being transferred beyond the 
design borders. 
The invention will now be described more in 

detail and with reference to the accompanying 
drawings showing its application to the produc 
tion of moire designs. 
In the drawings: 
Fig. 1 is a side view of a moireing installation 

designed in conformity with the objects of this 
invention, 

Fig. 2 is a botton. plan view of the installa 
tion shown in Fig. 1, 

Fig. 3 is a top plan view of a modified con 
structional detail, and r 

Fig. 4 is a side view of another modified con 
structional detail. 
The installation schematically shown in the 

drawing comprises a frame structure f which 
carries the various devices constituting the in 
stant moireing device, 
The fabric 2 to be processed is wound upon 

a rod 3 which is located in the right-hand side 
of frame f. The fabric is moved through the 
installation and finally wound onto rod 4 by 
motor 5. Upon leaving rod 3 the fabric 2 is con 
ducted over a guide 6 and passes from there over 
the designing tool 7 which in the usual manner 
is provided with design producing raised por 
tions or projections: Instead of a designing tool 
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having projections a tool may be used where the 
designing portions are recessed or engraved. 
The designing tool 7 is operated in a trough 8 
filled with a suitable liquid, which may be water, 
an aqueous solution or an organic fluid. 
The designing tool 7 is provided with ZigZag 

shaped spaced elevated portions f which Sup 
ply the liquid to the fabrics within correspond 
ingly confined areas; it has been found that if 
the quantity of liquid is applied to the fabrics at 
a ratio which approaches the upper limit of the 
permissible range the more pronounced is the 
resulting design character. - 
The fabric 2 is now brought in operative con 

tact with spreading tool 9. 
This spreading tool is stationary and in the 

usual manner provided with ridges to for the purpose of smoothing, spreading and flattening 
the wetted fabrics from a center line towards 
both sides. This crimping tool is in conformity 
with the invention heated and for this purpose 
preferably provided with conduits, leading 
steam or another heating medium into its inner 
space. The temperature to which the Spreading 
tool is heated may be preferably between about 
200 to 350°F. It is obvious that the temperature 
of the tool must not be raised to a degree which 
might injure the fabric. The heating of the tool 
prevents the smearing of the designs over their 
borders even if the fabrics themselves retain Some 
of the moisture. 
restricted to the shown mode of heating the 
spreading tool and other suitable means, for in 
stance, electric resistors may be used to heat 
the Sane, . . . 
The heating of designed moire fabrics is of 

course not new “as such' and heated stationary 
cylinders have been used for: this purpose. The 
invention is restricted to that fabric designing 
work: where wetted fabrics are subjected to the 
action of spreading tools in order to laterally 
smooth and flatten the Same. . . . 

- This important development of the moireing 
and other fabric designing processes has been 
put on a satisfactory operational basis only by 
the heating of the spreading tools in conformity 
with the invention as the wet-treated fabrics 
produced with cold crimping tools or bars are 
greatly inferior. As simple as the invention ap 
pears it denotes a surprising and important 
progress in this particular art. - 
The action of the heated spreading roller 9 is 

additionally improved and completed by the pro 
vision of the drum 2 over which the fabrics are 
passed when they leave the Spreading tool. 
This drum is provided with a V-shaped ledge 
3 extending over its surface from a center line 
to both sides; instead of one a plurality of these 
ledges 3 may be provided in paralleled relation 
ship to each other as schematically shown in Fig. 
3. This drum 2 is also provided with heating 
means such as the steam conduit 4; the drum 2 serves the purpose of removing any residual 
moisture which may have remained in the de 
signed portions of the fabric at the same time 
assisting in the lateral smoothing and flattening 
work. Instead of a full drum a device may be 
used which represents a segmental upper pol 
tion thereof, as apparent from Fig. 4, and there 
fore has a rounded upper operating face which 
carries the ledges 3 and has a flat bottom. The 
treated fabrics are conducted underneath guide 
roller 5 and wound onto the rod. 4. They are 
hereafter in the customary manner folded and 
finished by application of heat and pressure. . . 

However, the invention is not 
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The invention has been described in connec 
tion with the produced of moireed fabrics, but 
it is to be understood that many variations and 
modifications thereof may be resorted to with 
out departure from the scope of the invention as 
defined in the following claims. 
I claim: 

- . 1. In an installation for the manufacture of 
designed fabrics such as printed cotton goods, 

10 moireed fabrics and the like the combination of 
a pattern applying tool having portions con 
forming in shape to the design areas, means to 
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wet the surface of said tool, a spreading tool 
and means to heat the same, said design apply 
ing tool and Said spreading tool being located in 
substantially successive relationship and means 
to conduct the fabrics through said tool combi 
nation whereby the contours of the wetted de 
signed areas are fixed by contact with the heated 
Spreading tool. - 

2. In an installation for the manufacture of 
designed fabrics such as printed cotton goods, 
moireed fabrics and the like the combination of 
a pattern applying tool having raised portions 
conforming in shape to the design areas, means to 
Wet the Surface of Said tool, a spreading tool 
and means to heat the same, said design apply 
ing tool and said spreading tool being located 
in substantially successive relationship and means 
to conduct the fabrics through said tool combi 
nation whereby the contours of the wetted de 
signed areas are fixed by contact with the heated 
Crimping tool. . . w - 

3. In an installation for the manufacture of 
designed fabrics such as printed cotton goods, 
moireed fabrics and the like the combination of 
a pattern applying tool having raised portions 
Conforming in shape to the design areas, means to 
Wet the Surface of said tool, a spreading tool 
and means to heat the same, a drum having at 
least one V-shaped ledge laterally extending from 
a center line over its fabric contacting circum 
ference and means to heat said drum, said de Sign applying tool, said spreading tool and said 
drum being located in substantially successive 
relationship and means to conduct the fabrics 
through the combination of said tools and drum. 

4. In an installation for the manufacture of 
designed fabrics such as printed cotton goods, 
moireed fabrics and the like the combination of 
a, pattern applying tool having raised portions 
conforming in shape to the design areas, means to 
Wet the surface of said tool, a spreading tool and 
means to heat the same, a drum segment having at least one V-shaped ledge laterally extending 
from a centerline over its fabric contacting upper 
rounded portion and means to heat said drum 
said design applying tool, said spreading tool and 
said drum being located in substantially successive 
relationship and means to conduct the fabrics 
through the combination of said tools, bar and drum segment. 
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